The ornamental design for a wand with angularly adjustable magnetic end for retrieving small remote ferromagnetic objects, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a bottom perspective view of a wand with angularly adjustable magnetic end for retrieving small remote ferromagnetic objects, showing my new design; FIG. 2 is a bottom plan view thereof on an enlarged scale; FIG. 3 is a top plan view thereof on an enlarged scale; FIG. 4 is a front elevational view thereof showing the magnetic end aligned with the wand and with the pivot out of frictional engagement with the lower tip of the clamping rod controlled by the knurled knob adjacent the wand handle, the rear elevational view being a mirror image; FIG. 5 is an elevational view of one side thereof with the magnetic end aligned with the wand, the opposite side being a mirror image; FIG. 6 is an elevational view comparable to FIG. 5 but with the magnetic end pivoted through 90° and locked in position by the lower tip of the clamping rod; and FIG. 7 is a fragmentary elevational view thereof on an enlarged scale showing, partly in section, the lower tip of the clamping rod in tight frictional engagement with the adjacent surface of the magnetic end pivot tongue.